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Licensed family therapist, Dr. George James, who is featured in
Kids, Race and Unity: A Nick News Special, offers relatable examples of what 
racial trauma is and its lasting impact on adults and children alike. 

WHAT IS RACIAL TRAUMA?
Racial trauma represents the emotional and physical symptoms often experienced by 
Black families and people of color due to the everyday occurrences of microaggressions 
and racism. Adults and children can both experience racial trauma, which includes 
intergenerational injuries resulting from personal and collective experiences of racism.

   

Dr. James notes, “What you feel is valid. The pain, hurt, and trauma you feel daily due to 
racial injustice is valid. Moreover, the changes and reactions you see in your children 
might not be attributed to a character deficit, attitude, or chemical imbalance, but it 
could be due to racial trauma.”
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Dr. James recounts descriptions of just a few ways racial 
trauma has revealed itself in real life for adults. 

• The anxiety you feel around your 
colleagues after the killing of a Black 
man or woman
 
• The confusion and overwhelming feeling 
you have when your usually mature child 
starts regressing in their behavior due to 
a racial incident at school

• The feeling in the pit of your stomach 
before you have “The Talk” about how 
race impacts kids’ daily lives

• The anger parents or caregivers feel 
when a child shares a racist social media 
post from one of their classmates

REAL!LIFE EXPERIENCES 

A SPECIAL NOTE FROM LICENSED FAMILY 
THERAPIST, DR. GEORGE JAMES, EXPERT 
FROM KIDS, RACE AND UNITY: A NICK 
NEWS SPECIAL  

RACISM’S IMPACT ON 
KIDS AND FAMILIES   



Licensed family therapist, Dr. George James, who is featured in
Kids, Race and Unity: A Nick News Special, offers relatable examples of what 
racial trauma is and its lasting impact on adults and children alike. 

WHAT IS RACIAL TRAUMA?
Racial trauma represents the emotional and physical symptoms often experienced by 
Black families and people of color due to the everyday occurrences of microaggressions 
and racism. Adults and children can both experience racial trauma, which includes 
intergenerational injuries resulting from personal and collective experiences of racism.

   

Dr. James notes, “What you feel is valid. The pain, hurt, and trauma you feel daily due to 
racial injustice is valid. Moreover, the changes and reactions you see in your children 
might not be attributed to a character deficit, attitude, or chemical imbalance, but it 
could be due to racial trauma.”

If you have a child or children under 18 years of age, they have likely experienced at least 
three major national uprisings and protests as a result of racism and injustice and the 
countless other Black women and men and children who have been unjustly killed
including Trayvon Martin in 2012, Eric Garner in 2014, Freddie Gray and Sandra Bland in 
2015, and in just the past four months Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, George Floyd, 
and Rayshard Brooks. 

These tragic events, along with one’s private experiences, exacerbate the impact of racial 
trauma on families and children.

5 Ways Racial Trauma Presents Itself
 • Increased Anxiety: Being afraid to go out, worrying about interacting with 
               the police or simply walking in your neighborhood may reflect the trauma 
               you’ve experienced.
 • Silence: Many Black families don’t talk about racism because it triggers the pain 
               and hurt of the trauma, some of which they have felt a majority of their lives.   
 • Lack of Sleep/Insomnia: Trouble sleeping, increased nightmares, or a more 
               frequent desire to sleep in bed with parents can be another sign of anxiety 
               and trauma.
 • Intense Anger and Rage: Seemingly irrational or prolonged, intense anger 
               can be a sign that something is wrong and can fill you with negative energy. 
 • Lack of Production/Academic Decline: Trouble at work or in school can 
               be a symptom of racial trauma.
  

WHAT CAN PARENTS AND CAREGIVERS 
DO FOR KIDS EXPERIENCING RACIAL TRAUMA?

You can support your children and family by engaging in difficult conversations, providing 
opportunities for them to share their feelings and fears, and finding mechanisms of 
advocacy that you can engage in collectively. It’s important to get the help and support 
you need for yourself and your children. Having supportive teachers, colleagues, and 
community to rely on can help to minimize the symptoms of racial trauma. 

YOUR FEELINGS AND YOUR CHILDREN’S FEELINGS ARE VALID. 
TAKE EVERY OPPORTUNITY POSSIBLE TO DISCUSS THEM.

SPECIAL THANKS!
DR. GEORGE JAMES "#GEORGETALKS ON INSTAGRAM AND TWITTER$, CHIEF INNOVATION OFFICER, SENIOR STAFF THERAPIST 
& SUPERVISOR AT COUNCIL FOR RELATIONSHIPS, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR FOR THE COUPLE AND FAMILY THERAPY PROGRAM 

AT THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY AND CEO OF GEORGE TALKS LLC.

ACKNOWLEDGING PAINFUL"AND RECENT"EVENTS 
Over the past decade alone, we’ve seen numerous acts of violence and other examples of 
racial injustices discussed in the public sphere. It’s happened for four centuries, and it’s still 
happening. 



TIPS FOR PARENTS

WATCH. LEARN. 
TAKE ACTION. 
Hosted by global superstar Alicia Keys, Kids, Race and Unity: A Nick 
News Special amplifies the voices and experiences of Black children 
across the country amid current events. The special features the leaders 
of the Black Lives Matter movement answering questions from kids, 
offers tools for families to hold constructive conversations about race 
and inclusivity, and highlights teen activists fighting racial injustice.  

Find Nick News on NickHelps.com, Nickelodeon YouTube, Nick On Demand, the Nick App, 
and the Nick Pluto TV channel. 

REMEMBER THAT IT’S NEVER TOO EARLY TO TALK ABOUT RACE. 
Before your child can talk, they are already learning about the world and 

about race from you. Seek out, value, and support creators, authors, 

colleagues, neighbors, professionals, and educators of color. Find 

diversity in your friendships and the organizations and events your 

family is a part of. This will show kids that you mean it when you say, 

“Black Lives Matter.” 

AUDACITY 
IS GOOD! 
Shushing children for 
asking questions about 
race, or when they make 
inaccurate or racist 
comments, doesn’t make 
the questions go away. 
It just means they go 
unanswered. Instead, 
think of these times as 
teachable moments.

LISTEN. LISTEN. LISTEN.
Make sure you aren’t the only one talking when you're having 

a conversation about race with kids. Kids speaking about race 

is a sign they are engaged, and that deep learning is taking 

place. Make a point to interact with them and hear their 

perspectives about what they notice in the world around 

them. As seen in the Nick News special, kids can lead the way 

to new ideas and problem solving.

TIPS FOR FAMILIES

Nickelodeon is grateful to its partners for offering 
guidance on this important topic. The Conscious Kid 
(theconsciouskid.org) is a nonprofit education, research, 
and policy organization dedicated to equity and 
promoting positive racial identity development in youth. 
They provided these discussion tips to accompany 
Kids, Race and Unity: A Nick News Special. They can 
connect you to great books and other resources to 
help your family learn to be anti-racist. Licensed family 
therapist Dr. George James (georgetalks.com) also 
contributed.

Research shows that children start receiving 
explicit and implicit messages about race 
from birth and begin to show racial bias 
by age 3. Here are some tips from the 
Conscious Kid to help adults and kids have 
healthy, constructive conversations about 
issues involving race, racism, and racial bias.

HAVE OPEN CONVERSATIONS.
If you’re not sure how to answer 

a question, it's OK! Families work 

together to learn together—

through research and meaningful 

conversation. Transparent 

conversations about feelings and 

uncertainties offer kids a model for 

a positive approach to challenging topics and situations. When 

we address race regularly, we create a framework for dignity 

and resilience. 

https://www.theconsciouskid.org
https://www.georgetalks.com


AFFIRM BLACK KIDS AND KIDS OF COLOR. 
Children of all races need to see positive affirmations and narratives 

surrounding people of color, and Blackness in particular. It's 

important for white people and non-Black people of color to 

communicate positive affirmations about Blackness. Have a 

conversation about how kids can identify and speak up against the 

anti-Blackness and colorism present in themselves, in media, and in 

their communities. 

NAME WHITE PRIVILEGE.
It is important to be direct about 

whiteness and white privilege. Naming 

systems of inequity is key to disrupting 

their impact on the development of  

children. White privilege is the set of 

advantages, entitlements, benefits, and 

choices that people have solely 

because they are white. White privilege 

is not the suggestion that white people 

have never struggled, but that race/skin 

color is not one of the things making 

their struggle harder. 

EMPOWER KIDS.
Provide children with models and examples of the work that people of 

all races are doing toward racial equity. Engage them in actions they 

can start taking. Invite kids to decide the next topic to learn about or 

cause to support. Trust your instinct and theirs when something 

seems wrong to speak up and take action.

NickHelps.com
 for kids of all ages

NickParents.com
for parents and caregivers

NickCommunity.com
for youth organizations and educators

Noggin.com/racial-progress-resources 
for tips on talking to preschoolers about racism

HERE FOR YOU

WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT ANY 
OF THESE TIPS? LEARN MORE AT 
THECONSCIOUSKID.ORG/RESOURCES

Write and sign a pledge committing to how you

and your family will be actively anti-racist. 

Sign—or start!—a petition committing to fight

systemic racism in your community, and everywhere!

Read a book—either fiction or nonfiction—by a

Black writer, and let a friend borrow it when you’re

done! Go to theconsciouskid.org/books for a list.

Make sure the grownups in your life are registered to

vote! Go to usa.gov/register-to-vote for details.

When you see something that isn’t right, speak up!

As a family, write to local politicians and other 

leaders to let them know what you’re seeing and

what changes your family wants to happen.

Talk to your parents and grandparents about how

race has impacted their lives. Make a video to share.

©2020 VIACOM INTERNATIONAL INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Looking for more ideas? Nick is here to help!

KIDS’ TO-DO LIST

WE CAN’T FIX A 
PROBLEM UNTIL 
WE NAME IT. 
Naming whiteness and 
privilege empowers kids 
with vocabulary and 
shared language. They 
need to identify inequity 
and take action on 
their own.

LEARN ABOUT STRUCTURAL RACISM.
It’s important to understand that racism is not limited to the individual 

choices of “bad people.” Racism is structural and embedded into all 

aspects of society, including laws, institutional policies, businesses, 

dominant cultural norms, and our very own consciousness. Ibram X. 

Kendi’s explanations during the episode describe this perspective, 

which has a history of more than 400 years. Use videos and other 

resources at theconsciouskid.org to learn more. 

https://www.theconsciouskid.org/resources
https://www.theconsciouskid.org/books
https://www.usa.gov/register-to-vote
https://www.nickhelps.com
https://www.nickelodeonparents.com/%20
https://www.nickcommunity.com
https://www.noggin.com/racial-progress-resources


AMERICAN ACADEMY 
OF PEDIATRICS
healthychildren.org

BEYOND THE GOLDEN RULE
tolerance.org
Fifty-six-page book for parents of 
preschoolers through teens.

COLOR OF CHANGE
ourcount.org
A guide for adults on how democratic process-
es today are important in supporting Black 
Lives Matter and combatting systemic racism.

THE CONSCIOUS KID
theconsciouskid.org
Dedicated to equity and promoting positive 
racial identity development in youth. They 
provide resources on how to take action to 
disrupt racism in children.

EMBRACE RACE 
embracerace.org 
Provides communities and parents with 
resources, including toolkits, webinars, and 
children’s books to raise children to be 
“informed, thoughtful, and brave about race.” 

FACING HISTORY, FACING 
OURSELVES
facinghistory.org
Uses history to challenge teachers and 
students to stand up to hate and bigotry. 
Includes resources on how to connect current 
events to curriculum and conversations.

GIRLS, INC. 
girlsinc.org
Resources to support girls and mentorship 
opportunities.

©2020 VIACOM INTERNATIONAL INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

commonsensemedia.org
Tips for parents of all ages, encouraging using 
media to initiate and maintain discussion with 
kids about race, stereotypes, and inequities. 

MOMS OF BLACK BOYS UNITED
mobbunited.org
All-around resource for supporting Black boys 
with political action, advocacy, mental health 
services, and more.

RACIAL EQUITY INSTITUTE 
racialequityinstitute.com
An alliance of trainers, organizers, and 
institutional leaders who work to create 
racially equitable organizations and systems. 

RAISING RACE CONSCIOUS 
CHILDREN
raceconscious.org
NYC-based blogger with seminars, 
consultations, and tips.

SHOWING UP FOR RACIAL JUSTICE 
(SURJ)
showingupforracialjustice.org
Toolkits to help multigenerational families 
be allies and non-racists. How to support 
protesters and causes for social justice at 
home and in communities.

SMITHSONIAN’S NATIONAL MUSEUM 
OF AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY 
AND CULTURE
nmaahc.si.edu
Resources and tools for parents, educators, 
and individuals looking to further the 
conversation about race.

by Jason Reynolds and Ibram X. Kendi
commonsensemedia.org
Written by Ibram X. Kendi, who is a part of the 
Nick News special, and Reynolds, who is the 
National Ambassador for Young Person’s 
Literature. The book is for kids ages 12 and up.

RESOURCES

https://www.healthychildren.org/English/healthy-living/emotional-wellness/Building-Resilience/Pages/Talking-to-Children-About-Racial-Bias.aspx
http://www.tolerance.org/sites/default/files/general/beyond_golden_rule.pdf
http://qlnk.io/ql/5ede6c9ce4b0cebf2b3e5749%20
https://www.theconsciouskid.org
https://www.embracerace.org/
https://www.facinghistory.org/educator-resources/current-events/reflecting-george-floyds-death-police-violence-towards-black-americans%20
https://girlsinc.org/where-do-we-go-from-here/
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/how-white-parents-can-use-media-to-raise-anti-racist-kids
https://www.mobbunited.org/
https://www.racialequityinstitute.com/
http://www.raceconscious.org/2016/06/100-race-conscious-things-to-say-to-your-child-to-advance-racial-justice/
https://www.showingupforracialjustice.org/actions-that-familes-can-take-from-home.html
https://nmaahc.si.edu/learn/talking-about-race
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/book-reviews/stamped-racism-antiracism-and-you


Ally
Someone who supports a group other than one's 
own, in terms of racial identity, gender, sexual 
orientation, etc. Allies acknowledge disadvantage 
and oppression of other groups, take risks and 
supportive action on their behalf, commit to reduc-
ing their own complicity or involvement in oppres-
sion of those groups, and invest in strengthening 
their own knowledge and awareness of oppression. 

Anti-Black racism/
Anti-Blackness 
Personal, cultural, social, legal, and structural 
attacks on Black people. This term highlights the 
unique and disproportionate amount of racism 
that Black people face.

Colorblindness
A concept that reinforces a perspective that race is 
insignificant, does not limit a person's opportunities, 
and does not matter. It ignores race, racism, and the 
social, historical, and present effects they have, as 
well as the cultural wealth of communities of color. 

Colorism
Discrimination based on skin color. Colorism puts 
dark-skinned people at a disadvantage, while 
favoring light-skinned people. All communities are 
susceptible to colorism. 

VOCABULARY LIST 
FOR PARENTS AND KIDS

THANKS TO OUR PARTNER, THE CONSCIOUS KID, FOR PROVIDING THESE 
IMPORTANT TERMS AND DEFINITIONS. FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
PLEASE GO TO THECONSCIOUSKID.ORG/RESOURCES.

©2020 VIACOM INTERNATIONAL INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Critical consciousness
The ability to recognize, analyze, and critique systems of 
inequity, and the commitment to take action against 
these systems.

Equality
Providing the same opportunities for everyone. The 
problem is that equality does not take into consider-
ation historical and contemporary forms of discrimina-
tion, such as racism, which privilege white people at the 
expense of people of color.

Equity
A condition that recognizes historical and contempo-
rary oppression and acknowledges that different com-
munities require different types and levels of support to 
succeed and survive. To achieve equity, policies and 
procedures may require unequal distribution of resourc-
es to redress disparities and disadvantages and achieve 
equal outcomes.  

Implicit bias
Refers to the attitudes or stereotypes that affect our 
understanding, actions, and decisions in an unconscious 
manner. Implicit bias develops over the course of a 
lifetime, beginning at a very early age, through exposure 
to direct and indirect messages, including through early 
life experiences, the media, and news programming.



VOCABULARY LIST 
FOR PARENTS AND KIDS

Individual racism
Refers to individual discriminatory beliefs, assump-
tions, or behaviors. Examples include telling a 
racist joke or using hate speech. Individual racism 
is connected to broader socioeconomic histories 
and processes. It is supported and reinforced by 
systemic/structural racism. 

Micro-affirmations
Small gestures extended on a daily basis that foster 
inclusion, listening, comfort, and support for people 
who may feel unwelcome or invisible in their 
environment. 

Microaggressions
Subtle, stunning, often automatic and nonverbal 
exchanges that are put-downs of Black people. 
They’re also everyday verbal, nonverbal, and 
environmental slights, snubs, or insults, whether 
intentional or unintentional, which communicate 
hostile, derogatory, or negative messages to target 
persons based solely upon their marginalized 
group membership. 

Race
A social, political, and legal construct created by 
white people to further their economic and political 
interests at the expense of Black people, Indigenous 
people, and people of color across the globe. 
Although race is not biologically grounded or natural, 
it has very real implications regarding the current 
and historical marginalization of Black and Brown 
communities because of institutional racism. Race is 
not to be confused with ethnicity; your race is 
determined by how you look, while your ethnicity is 
based on the social and cultural groups you belong 
to. The fundamental difference is that race is socially 
imposed, hierarchical, and inequitable.

Racism
Laws, institutions, and policies working in tandem with 
individual- and group-level processes to reproduce 
racial inequity.

Stereotype
A fixed, preconceived, and oversimplified idea or set 
of beliefs about a person or group. Stereotypes can be 
either positive or negative, and are based on an 
inaccurate understanding and generalization that all 
people with a particular characteristic are the same.

Systemic/Structural racism 
A historical and present system in which public 
policies, institutional practices, cultural representa-
tions, and other norms work in various and often 
reinforcing ways to perpetuate racial inequity, 
specifically against Black and Brown communities. 

White privilege
The unquestioned and unearned set of advantages, 
entitlements, benefits, and choices bestowed on people 
solely because they are white. White privilege is         the 
suggestion that white people have never struggled or 
had it hard, but that race/skin color is not one of the 
things making it harder.

commonsensemedia.org
Tips for parents of all ages, encouraging using 
media to initiate and maintain discussion with 
kids about race, stereotypes, and inequities. 

MOMS OF BLACK BOYS UNITED
mobbunited.org
All-around resource for supporting Black boys 
with political action, advocacy, mental health 
services, and more.

RACIAL EQUITY INSTITUTE 
racialequityinstitute.com
An alliance of trainers, organizers, and 
institutional leaders who work to create 
racially equitable organizations and systems. 

RAISING RACE CONSCIOUS 
CHILDREN
raceconscious.org
NYC-based blogger with seminars, 
consultations, and tips.

SHOWING UP FOR RACIAL JUSTICE 
(SURJ)
showingupforracialjustice.org
Toolkits to help multigenerational families 
be allies and non-racists. How to support 
protesters and causes for social justice at 
home and in communities.

SMITHSONIAN’S NATIONAL MUSEUM 
OF AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY 
AND CULTURE
nmaahc.si.edu
Resources and tools for parents, educators, 
and individuals looking to further the 
conversation about race.

by Jason Reynolds and Ibram X. Kendi
commonsensemedia.org
Written by Ibram X. Kendi, who is a part of the 
Nick News special, and Reynolds, who is the 
National Ambassador for Young Person’s 
Literature. The book is for kids ages 12 and up.
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#KIDSTOGETHER
THE TOWN HALL

SOCIAL DISTANCING, BUT STILL #KIDSTOGETHER
Helping One Another, Now More than Ever

Because of the impact of COVID-19, kids and grown-ups alike may find themselves feeling more anxious 
or stressed than usual. Nickelodeon offers this guide to give kids, parents, and caregivers advice on 
ways to support each other in these difficult times.

WATCH AND LEARN
Check out the one-hour special 
#KIDSTOGETHER:  THE NICKELODEON TOWN HALL 
on Youtube.com/Nickelodeon and VOD. 

Hosted by Kristen Bell, the special directly addresses 
kids’ questions and concerns and includes insights 
from medical experts. It also gives first-person 
accounts from kids and families who have 
experienced social distancing and made changes to 
their everyday lives and relationships. Pediatrician 
Dr. Nadine Burke Harris, the Surgeon General of 
California, offers ideas for how to cope when things 
get stressful. 

The Town Hall offers an inside look at what families 
all over the U.S. have done and reveals what kids 
really thought during the first few month of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

WHAT TO SAY
Talking to kids about what’s going on is not easy. Here are a few 

suggestions to help ease kids' stress—and your own.
• Talk to your children about COVID-19, taking their concerns seriously so they feel heard.
• Keep updated about COVID-19 so you can continue to answer your children’s questions

honestly and in language they can understand.
• Be a positive role model, practicing healthy hygiene and social distancing.
• Help children stay connected to family and friends.
• Take a moment with your children to acknowledge that the sacrifices they make—like missing

birthday parties or team sports—are how they are helping fight COVID-19.
• Provide extra patience, attention, reassurance, and love.

©2020 Viacom International Inc. All Rights Reserved.

https://www.chhs.ca.gov/office-of-the-california-surgeon-general/
https://www.chhs.ca.gov/office-of-the-california-surgeon-general/


TAKE A BREATHER 
Tips for Overcoming Stress with Fun 

Tensions can run high when we’re in close quarters. Here are some activities for kids to do to lighten the 
mood and reset the vibe—even when everybody’s home. 

1. CREATE! YOU’RE AN ARTIST FOR A DAY—OR 30 MINUTES! Draw your favorite character, color a
picture of yourself, or write your name in super fancy letters.

2. DON’T GET BORED, GET BOARD! Play an actual board game with someone at home or over video
chat with a friend.

3. TAKE A DEEP BREATH! A little fresh air goes a long way. Open windows whenever you can, and take
walks with a grown-up as often as possible. Remember to keep a safe distance from people you
pass outside!

4. CHILL OUT…BRRRRR! An ice pack on the back of the neck or forehead may be just the trick to cool
off when you are feeling upset or angry.

5. CLAP FOR THE HELPERS! Make a family video applauding anyone you know who is helping or
volunteering, like medical staff, grocery workers and pharmacy employees, as well as the police,
fire, and emergency crews. Then, with your family’s permission, share it on social media, tagging
those you are thanking.

KEEP UP WHILE YOU STAY IN
The pandemic brought about many questions, especially from kids. Below is some great information 
if you’re still working on navigating conversations about COVID-19, plus we have ways for families to 
have playful, loving moments together.

• Refer to these tips about how to understand—and explain—COVID-19. (Also available
in Spanish and Mandarin.)

• Help keep everyone busy with more simple, kid-friendly activities and look out for yourself
with these additional suggestions for self-care.

• Learn about what kids are watching from Common Sense Media and Common Sense
Media Education.

• Offer your children kid-friendly access to current events with the TIME for Kids digital library,
which is free through the end of this school year.

HERE FOR YOU
Looking for more ideas? Nick is here to help! 

• NickHelps.com: for kids of all ages
• NickParents.com: for parents and caregivers
• NickCommunity.com: for youth organizations and educators
• Noggin: for preschool learning and growing

In response to COVID-19, Noggin’s free trial period has been extended to 60 days. 
Go to noggin.com for more info.

Thanks to Dr. Robin Gurwitch for her ideas and contributions. Dr. Gurwitch is a psychologist and professor in the  
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences at Duke University Medical Center and the Director of Parent-Child  

Interaction Therapy and Child-Adult Relationship Enhancement Training at the Center for Child & Family Health.
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#KIDSTOGETHER
THE TOWN HALL

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLUQR09yEYrP1ygntA_8bRCdz0-tsH4y5J
https://www.nctsn.org/print/2251
https://www.nctsn.org/print/2251
https://www.nctsn.org/resources/parent-caregiver-guide-to-helping-families-cope-with-the-coronavirus-disease-2019-sp
https://www.nctsn.org/resources/parent-caregiver-guide-to-helping-families-cope-with-the-coronavirus-disease-2019-ch
https://www.nctsn.org/print/1788
https://www.nctsn.org/sites/default/files/resources/fact-sheet/taking_care_of_yourself.pdf
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/
https://www.commonsense.org/education/
https://www.commonsense.org/education/
https://time.com/tfk-free/
https://time.com/tfk-free/
http://NickHelps.com
http://NickParents.com
http://NickCommunity.com
http://noggin.com
http://noggin.com
https://www.ccfhnc.org/people/robin-gurwitch-phd/


https://www.aarp.org/health/conditions-treatments/mental-health-resource-center/?cmp=RDRCT-7ddb78c2-20201104
https://hellobrightline.com/
https://parents-together.org/
http://toosmall.org/blog/4-things-to-know-about-your-childs-social-emotional-development
https://www.understood.org/?_sp=348b1f75-e36a-4161-8255-e46d69e642ce.1621372005980
https://www.aap.org/en-us/Pages/Default.aspx
https://www.apa.org/topics
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.connorsclimb.org_mental-2Dhealth-2Daction-2Dplan-2Dcard_&d=DwMF-g&c=jGUuvAdBXp_VqQ6t0yah2g&r=D4m-84_VrQ3BDDEQaBQk0Hfn4GZk-DNApcFtsocvAPw&m=Kp6fX_yHVvk00_NQAYJs91XnIoTRVq0ji2G-FPK1evo&s=kj_9i0CA_VwQOPUT84Efsty-DflMi8oG1M4bg7xWtr4&e=
https://www.hathaway-sycamores.org/
https://parents-together.org/
https://www.ffcmh.org/covid-19-resources-for-parents
https://www.healthychildren.org/English/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.instagram.com/p/COv3dNljC5s/
https://www.instagram.com/p/COv3dNljC5s/


MEDIA LITERACY TIP SHEET
There’s so much information coming at us every day 
(and night). It can be hard to keep up! When working 

through that information and news, it’s super important to 
make sure you are using your critical thinking skills to  

assess all that you see, hear, and read!  

TIPS
Always ask questions about the information you consume. Who created this and why did they  
create it are great questions to start with when you are watching, reading or listening. All content is 
made for a reason by people who want to get you to feel or do something. Knowing what the  
purpose is helps us get closer to understanding the message. 

More information doesn’t mean that you are more informed. There is a ton of information to sift 
through every single day. But it isn’t the AMOUNT of information that matters. It’s the QUALITY of 
information. Make sure you and your loved ones are choosing sources that are reliable and 
credible. 

News and advertisements around election time can be really emotional. Asking “how does this 
make me feel?” is a great way to assess your reaction to the content. If it makes you sad or angry, 
you may be reacting EXACTLY how the people behind the scenes want you to! Remember that you 
have the power to turn the TV off or put your device down. 

Information spreads really quickly on social media. Never before has information spread so fast to 
so many. Just because something is getting a lot of attention on social media doesn’t mean it’s 
true. False information spreads faster than the truth! Always double check your sources, read past 
the headline and don’t share if you don’t have time to fact check.

Misinformation and disinformation can look a lot like reliable information. Sometimes it’s really 
hard to tell the difference between the types of information you are looking at in a search engine or 
on a social media feed. Before you believe or share information, take time to find out what the 
source of the information is and whether or not you can find the information on multiple websites. 



false, inaccurate or misleading information 

false information that is being presented as fact with 
the INTENTION to deceive 

a source of information that provides evidence backed  
up by expertise and research to be trustworthy. Credible  
sources share author names and funder information as  
well as site sources, correct mistakes and are clear about 
the difference between news, opinion and advertising.

a source of information that has proven 
to be consistently credible over time

information about recent events provided 
by different media

a belief or judgment that might not be 
based on facts 

a piece of information proven to be true

false news stories created to make money, 
mislead or damage credibility

Misinformation  

Disinformation 

Credible Source  

Reliable Source  

News  

Opinion 

Fact  

Fake News  

KEY TERMS
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https://www.sutori.com/story/discussing-political-violence-and-extremism-with-young-people--3tm3oXLqgApFvjqTx32nG5vE
https://beyondthestoplight.com/2021/01/06/resources-for-teachers-on-the-days-after-the-attack-on-the-u-s-capitol/amp/?__twitter_impression=true&s=03
https://childmind.org/blog/helping-kids-understand-the-riots-at-the-capitol/
https://www.icivics.org/teachers/lesson-plans/peaceful-transfer-power-infographic
https://www.nea.org/advocating-for-change/new-from-nea/talking-kids-about-attack-capitol
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/extra/daily-videos/classroom-resource-insurrection-at-the-u-s-capitol/
https://teachmama.com/how-to-talk-to-kids-about-violence-in-dc/


https://www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/how-to-talk-to-kids-about-difficult-subjects
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/explaining-the-news-to-our-kids
https://www.childrenscolorado.org/conditions-and-advice/parenting/parenting-articles/talk-about-racism-protests-with-children/
https://www.edweek.org/leadership/teaching-in-the-wake-of-a-traumatic-news-event-like-the-storming-of-the-u-s-capitol/2021/01
https://store.mcm.org/webstore/shop/viewItems.aspx?cg=pe&c=WEBINAR
https://namle.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/parent_guide_final.pdf
https://namle.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/NAMLE-Key-Qs.pdf
https://www.npr.org/2019/04/24/716704917/when-the-news-is-scary-what-to-say-to-kids
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Big Heart World
Parent & Caregiver Guide 

Identity and Belonging
Released April 2021



What is Big Heart World?
Big Heart World will help families learn together about social and 
emotional skills — what it means to have a big heart and how to grow 
one. This means:
● Learning about me (self) 
● Learning about you (others)
● Learning about us (relationships)

Learning social and emotional skills is always important to children’s 
development. From the time babies are born, they are learning about 
who they are, developing confidence, compassion, and a sense of 
what is right and what is wrong. 

Parents are particularly concerned about their children’s social and 
emotional development now due to transitions and school closures 
brought about by COVID-19.

If you’re wondering how to help your child express their feelings, 
figure out friendships, share, enter a classroom environment, or learn 
what makes them special, Big Heart World is for you.

If you’re feeling overwhelmed by the pandemic and endless change 
and transition, Big Heart World is for you. 

If you feel like you can’t handle one more tantrum and you want to 
know what your child is really trying to tell you when they act out, Big 
Heart World is for you. 

How wonderful would it be if everyone lived in a Big Heart World?

Big Heart World is produced by Sparkler Learning with support from 
Noggin, the Walton Family Foundation, and many non-profit partner 
organizations.

Learn more: https://bigheartworld.org/about-us/
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All About Me: 
The First Unit of Big Heart
The question, “Who am I?” is deceptively simple, but it can take a lifetime to answer! 

Learning about yourself — who you are — starts when children are tiny. They wiggle their fingers! 
They touch their feet! They develop loving relationships with family members, which help them 
develop a sense of belonging! By around their first birthday, babies realize that the person looking 
back at them in the mirror is “me,” and by about two, they can recognize themselves in photos. 
Children learn more and more about who they are and how they fit into the world as they grow — 
and their parents and caregivers can help them along. 

Your identity makes you who you are: your skills, your passions and preferences, your physical 
traits, culture, language, and more. Developing a strong sense of self can help children grow their 
self-esteem, self-awareness,  and confidence. Later, it can enable them to learn how to interact with 
others to make friends and solve problems together. 

This is the first Big Heart unit for parents and caregivers to use with their children. In the coming 
months, Big Heart World effort will cover many important skills and themes in social and emotional 
learning, including the ideas of self, others, and relationships. Here’s  a visual overview of all the 
content you will find on Big Heart World so you know what to expect: 
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AWARENESS 
OF SELF

AWARENESS 
OF OTHERS

RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH OTHERS

All About Me

Feelings

Similarities & 
Differences

Friendship

Empathy

Problem Solving

Helping

Upstanding

Global 
Citizenship



Let’s Learn Some Big 
Heart Words!
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When you introduce new vocabulary words, you help your child learn the words 
they’ll need to express their big ideas. Here are some words you can share 
related to identity and belonging.

Identity - who I am, what makes me “me” 

Similar - alike, having qualities in common 
(you may be similar to someone else in 
some ways and different in others!) 

Different - not like something or someone 
else, or not like before

Family - people who are related to each 
other, like parents and children

Feelings - how you think about 
something; what you believe

Community - a group of people living in 
the same place or having a particular 
characteristic in common

Respect - to think about the feelings of 
others

Language - way of communicating with 
others by written or spoken words, used 
by the people of a certain country or area

Ethnicity - the fact or state of belonging to 
a social group that has a common national 
or cultural tradition

Culture - the beliefs, way of life, art, 
language, and customs that are shared 
and accepted by people in a particular 
society or group

Heritage - something you inherited from 
your ancestors

Belonging - to be a member or part of a 
group or community

Unique - one of a kind, unlike anything 
else, special

Independent: able to do things by 
yourself



Activities
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“Like Nobody Else” 
Song
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Feel so good about myself (yeah)
I’m like nobody else (like nobody else)
I’m like nobody else (like nobody else)
 
Hold my head high
Feeling so alive
Got my own vibe
And it’s so nice
 
Welcome to my world 
Yeah this is my life
When I look in the mirror 
Feeling so right
 
I know I can make life better 
Just being myself brings us all together
I’ll show this world who I am (Mmm-hmm)
 
Feel so good about myself (yeah)
I’m like nobody else (like nobody else)
I’m like nobody else (like nobody else)
Feel so good about myself
I’m like nobody else (like nobody else)
I’m like nobody else (like nobody else)
 
I love my skin
Love who I am
I never say can’t 
Because I know I can
 

 
 

I love my big smile
I like my hairstyle
I wear colorful shoes
I feel so cool
 
My happy shines bright
Mmm-hmm
I’m living loving life
Oh yeah
So wear your smile loud 
Never forget - Everybody say it proud
 
I feel good
So good
I feel great
Great
Yeah, that’s me
That’s me  
Walking with my own vibe (yeah-yeah)
 
I feel so good about myself (I feel so good)
I’m like nobody else (like nobody else)
I’m like nobody else (like nobody else, yeah)
I feel so good about myself (I feel so good)
I’m like nobody else (like nobody else)
I’m like nobody else (I’m like nobody else)
Like nobody else

“Like Nobody Else” is a song by Alex Geringas and William J. Fuller. It’s the first song in 
Noggin’s Big Heart Beats album. The lyrics celebrate identity, individuality, and self respect: 



5 Ways to Explore 
Identity & Belonging Using 
“Like Nobody Else” 
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1. Dance Like Nobody Else (Physical Development, Social and Emotional)
Go to https://BigHeartWorld.org to play “Like Nobody Else” from Noggin’s Big Heart Beats 
album and have a dance party break at home! Does your child want to add it to their regular 
dance party playlist? (Share a homemade dance video with us on Social Media.) 

2. Behind the Tune (Learn About: Social and Emotional Development)
Talk about the big idea of “Like Nobody Else.” What does it mean to be unique? What does it 
mean to be proud of yourself for who you are? What makes US who we are as a family? What 
makes your child special? 
 

3. Play Like Nobody Else! (Learn About: Social and Emotional Development, Arts)
After discussing the “Like Nobody Else” song, do one of our identity and belonging activities 
together to explore the ideas of the song off-screen, with paper and crayons! The activities 
we share on https://bigheartworld.org/big-heart-playroom include: 

● Mirror Play — Three related activities to help babies, toddlers, and big kids explore 
ideas of identity and belonging. (See below for a sample of this activity.) 

● Family Flag — Design a family flag to explore your family’s identity and understand 
how everyone belongs! This is meant for toddlers and big kids.

● My Book About Me — Who IS your child? What matters to them? What makes them 
special? Developing a strong sense of self helps children become confident. You can 
help your child explore their identity with a special book about them. There are 
different versions of this activity for babies, toddlers, and big kids. 

● Real Life Superhero — What is your little one’s BIG power? When your child thinks 
about what they’re great at, they boost their self-confidence and learn how they can 
help others. This activity is for little and big kids!

● Four fun ways to calm down — Calming down can be hard to do, but learning to 
control our feelings and bodies is an important step in developing other skills — from 
learning to read to solving problems with friends. With your little kid or big kid, create 
a special calming space or try our recommended breathing exercises.

 
4. Like Nobody Else Game (Learn About: Literacy, Social and Emotional Development, Focus & 

Problem Solving) 
Everyone in the family can write or draw three things that make them special. Put everyone’s 
responses into a bag and then draw the responses out one by one. Can members of the 
family guess correctly? 

5. Like Nobody Else Freeze Dance (Learn About: Social and Emotional, Focus & Problem 
Solving, Arts) 
Help your child build rhythm and self-regulation skills with a game of freeze dance. Play the 
song, which you can find at https://bigheartworld.org/the-big-heart-album. Players should 
stop dancing when the music stops!

https://bigheartworld.org
https://bigheartworld.org/big-heart-playroom
https://bigheartworld.org/the-big-heart-album


On Further Reflection: 
Mirror Play
WHO is that person in the mirror? That question means a different thing to a baby and a big kid!

Parents and caregivers can use mirrors as a tool to help children explore their identity. Becoming familiar with and 
appreciating their eyes, skin, freckles, and smile helps build self-confidence and self-awareness. Early on, babies 
won’t recognize the person in the mirror as “me,” but will enjoy exploring a friendly face. Over time, children will 
recognize themselves in the mirror. Bigger kids can create self-portraits to keep growing their sense of self. 

Here are some activities that will help you and your child use the mirror to learn all about you!

Peek-A-Boo Me!

Ages: 0-1.5
Skills: Identity, Comprehension
Vocabulary Words:

Look: to try to see
Mirror: a looking glass

Materials: Child-safe mirror, small blanket or other cloth

Recipe for Play:

1. Let’s look in the mirror together. I see myself, and I see you!
2. Tap on the mirror to keep baby’s attention. Let baby touch and explore the mirror with their hands. For older 

babies, you can make silly faces and wave at your reflections and say, “Hi!” Encourage them to do it, too!
3. Tuck or tape a small cloth to the top of the mirror so that your reflections are hidden. Now you’re ready to 

play peek-a-boo. When you use your baby’s name as you play, you’re  helping them understand that it is 
THEM in the mirror!
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Find this and other Big Heart World co-play activities online at: https://bigheartworld.org/big-heart-playroom

https://bigheartworld.org/big-heart-playroom


Is it still YOU?

Ages: 1.5-3
Skills: Identity, Comprehension
Vocabulary Words:

Mirror: a looking glass
Change: to make different
Costume: a disguise

Materials: Child-safe mirror, dress-up clothes and other things to 
wear

Recipe for Play:
1.  Who’s that in the mirror? Why, it’s YOU! 
2. Let’s change how you look: You can wear a red fire hat like Marshall, goggles on your head like Rusty, red 

barrettes like Kai-Lan, or we can use makeup to draw jewels like Shimmer and Shine. We can even make 
puppy ears with two grown-up socks to look like Blue!

3. Let’s look in the mirror again. How do you look in costume? Is it still you?

Self Portrait

Ages: 3-10
Skills: Identity, Fine Motor
Vocabulary Words:

Mirror: a looking glass
Portrait: a formal picture of a person, or group of people
Shape: the outline of something

Materials: Child-safe mirror, white paper, felt-tip pen or pencil

Recipe for Play:
1. Who do you see when you look in the mirror? Have your child look into the mirror at their face. What shape 

is their head? Help them use a pen or pencil to draw that shape on the paper — using a grown-up pen or 
pencil helps this feel like a very important project, which it is!

2. What else do they notice about their face? What shape is their nose? Their eyes? Encourage them to draw 
their features how THEY see them. They’re the artist, after all!

3. Do they notice anything else? Do they have freckles? Glasses? What texture is their hair? Use the pen or 
pencil to draw these features!

4. Children may use crayons, colored pencils, or watercolor paints to add color to their self-portrait.

A challenge for bigger kids: If you have an older child, add another layer of self-reflection to this activity. Think about 
the characteristics of the person in the mirror. Are they kind? Creative? Strong? Shy? Ask them to share their ideas 
aloud, or incorporate words into the picture. 
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Big Heart 
World Highlights

When Alex Geringas was a kid, he was bullied for being “too fat.” When Wil Fuller was a kid, he 
was too shy to start conversations with other kids. Now, they’re the stars behind “Like Nobody 
Else,” a song from Noggin’s Big Heart Beats album that’s all about self love and confidence — and 
they’re sharing advice with today’s big hearted kids. 

“Always give it your best even if you fail sometimes,” Wil, a Los Angeles-based 
writer-producer-rapper-composer, advised. “Keep trying and never give up. I felt good about 
myself as a kid when I tried things that I didn’t think I could do and accomplished them. It gave me 
a ton of confidence.” 

Alex — an award-winning songwriter and composer who plays a stylish hot pink piano — also 
urges today’s kids to follow their passions: “Try to find your passion and go for it! You are perfect as 
you are.”

Read the whole article and see a clip of the duo’s recording session at Big Heart World: 
https://bigheartworld.org/the-big-heart-album. 
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Little Kids, Big Hearts

Interview

An original podcast highlighting kids’ big questions, designed to help 
families explore ideas around social and emotional learning. 

The first episode features a discussion of the big idea of the Big Heart 
initiative: What DOES it mean to have a big heart?

Find it where you listen or on https://bigheartworld.org/podcast. 

Big Heart Identity and 
Belonging Book: A Creative 
Coloring Book
Draw a self-portrait! Describe your family! Pick your 
adjectives! Complete this creative coloring book 
together to help your child learn about themselves, 
their family — and what makes them special!

Find it at https://bigheartworld.org. 

https://bigheartworld.org/the-big-heart-album
https://bigheartworld.org/podcast
https://bigheartworld.org
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Books to Spark Big Heart 
to Heart Conversations
Here are special books you can share and discuss with your child. Find more ideas for amazing books 
on https://bigheartworld.org/the-big-heart-book-list. 

Giraffes Can’t Dance by Giles Andreae
Gerald the giraffe longs to dance like everyone else, but his legs are too long and skinny, and he just can't seem 
to get it right.

For Discussion: In the story, the other animals laughed at Gerald. They even called him names. How did that 
make Gerald feel? What could they have done instead of laugh at him?

Hair Love By Matthew A. Cherry and Vashti Harrison
It's up to Daddy to give his daughter Zuri an extra-special hair style in this ode to self-confidence and the love 
between fathers and daughters.

For Discussion: What makes Zuri feel like a superhero? Is there anything that makes YOU feel like a superhero? 
What’s your favorite way to do your hair? 

https://bigheartworld.org/the-big-heart-book-list
https://www.amazon.com/Giraffes-Cant-Dance-Giles-Andreae/dp/0545392551
https://www.amazon.com/Hair-Love-Matthew-Cherry/dp/0525553363


Books to Spark Big Heart 
Conversations
Julián Is a Mermaid by Jessica Love

While riding the subway home from the pool with his abuela one day, Julián notices three women dressed up as 
mermaids. Julián is inspired! This is a book about being yourself.

For Discussion: How did Julián feel when his abuela left the room after she saw his homemade mermaid 
costume? Have you ever felt that way? How did he feel when she came back? Why? Have you ever felt that way? 

Bob the Artist by Marion Deuchars
Bob the bird is just like all his friends, except for his skinny red legs! Bob learns that he’s great — just the way he 
is. 

For Discussion: What made Bob special in the story? What makes YOU special?

Little Blue and Little Yellow by Leo Lionni 
Little Blue and Little Yellow are best friends. Join them as they become green and then find their true colors 
again. 

For Discussion: What makes YOU who you are? What are some ways you’ve changed over time? What are some 
ways you’ve stayed the same? 
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https://www.amazon.com/Juli%C3%A1n-Mermaid-Jessica-Love/dp/0763690457/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=julian+is+a+mermaid&qid=1616379515&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Bob-Artist-Marion-Deuchars/dp/1780677677
https://www.amazon.com/Little-Blue-Yellow-Leo-Lionni/dp/0399555536


Big Heart for Parents 
and CaregiversHow wonderful would it be if we 

lived in a big heart world? 

Join us!

For more tools and resources, please visit us 

online at https://bigheartworld.org
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